IPv6 is now a deployment phase. Several pieces of network equipment that support IPv6 have been shipped, and some network providers have started IPv6 commercial services. However, more implementations andexperiments are necessary in some areas. One such ongoing field is Security for IF'v6. [4] For security of IPv6 network, IPsec(1P Security) is designed by IPsec Working Group of IETF. Currently nearly 18 RFCs and 30 Internet drafts related to IPsec protocols have been made [5- In order to maintain the security of the network, we need the security evaluationtool that can check current security status of the network. But there is no existing such a tool which checks the systems that provide IPsec services work properly and provide their network security services as well on IPv6 Network. There is several network security scanning tool such as Internet Scanner by ISS, Cisco Scanner by Cisco and LANguard network&port scanner [I 1-13] . But these tools only provide network(or host) scanning and they can not provide security evaluation for IPsec-based secure platform. Moreover they can't be operated on P v 6 network. The proposed approach in this paper that evaluates security by sniffing, modifymg, sending, analyzing packet by real time is a new method in the area of security evaluation.
In this paper, we design SERDL(Security Evaluation Rule Description Language) to define security evaluation rule and rule execution engine for evaluating security of the IPv6 network. As the proposed method is based on rules, it is able to automate the security evaluation of the network and it can cope with new vulnerability easily without modifying the system. If its users get information about a new vulnerability, they can edit security test rules by using SERDL that can handle the new vulnerability.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents about SERDL and section 3 presents architecture of the rule execution engine. Section 4 presents the examples of security evaluation by using prototype system ofrule execution engine. Finally the conclusion is given in section 5.
E. SERDL(SECUR1TY EVALUATION RULE DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE)
In this section, we'll present about SERDL i.e Security Evaluation Rule Description Language to define security evaluation rule. protocol chain containsprotocol source-ip source-address : capture the packet whose source IP is equal tosource-address dest-ip destination-address: : capture the packet whose destination IP is equal to destination-address icmp-type type : capture the icmp packet whose type is equal to type SEND: Send packet that is stored in the file, specified in its filename, field to the target system EDIT-PACKET: Edit packet that is stored in fromfile with edit-option and store it to the file, named tofile. Currently we defined following edit-option keywords.
sa new-sa : replace source address of the packet with new-sa da new-da : replace destination address of the packet with new-da tc new-tc : replace traffic-class field of the packet with new-tc fl newJ : replace flow-label field of the packet with newJ CHECI-PACKTX: Analyze the meaning of the packet. It also checks that the packet is correctly applied to IPsec. And it is also used in extracting usable information from packet to modify the packet during evaluation process. The detailed grammar and processing steps of CHECK-PACKET keyword are under defining. CFD3CK-m Check the file, named filename, whether it is NULL or not. IPSEC-PROC: Apply IPsec to the packet, that is stored in fromfile, by referring to ipsec-option and store it to the file, named tofile. Currently we defined following ipsec-option keywords.
RECAI-ICV sa: Recalculate ICV value by using predefined sa DECRYFTsa: Decrypt the packet by using predefined sa ENCRYFTsa: Encrypt the packet by using predefined sa In this section, we'll address each mo dule in security d e execution engine. Figure 1 shows Figure 2 shows the installation process of agent by Configurator and packet gatheringprocess by using installed agent.
. Packet Analyzing Unit: It analyzes the packet content, and informs rule execution block ofthe analyzing results. The analyzing process contains the extraction of some packet information, to modify packet during evaluation process. Packet Modification Unit: This unit has the function of modifying packets, in accordance with the specified rule. It modifies some fields of the packet. If it needs IPsec processing, it requests that to the IPsec processing unit. Send Packet Unit: This unit is used for sending a packet that is stored in its system to the target host by Raw Socket interface. Currently Send Packet Unit can send the IPv6 and IPsec packet such as AH, ESP, ISAKMP, Pv6, ICMP. IPsec Processing Unit: This unit is used for modifying packet by IPsec processing, and it isalso used to examine whether packet contains valid IPsec processing data or not. 
3) Agents

F i p 3. Processing Steps of Agent Execution
Agent sniffs the packets generated by the protocols that are used by IPsec and IPv6 such as AH, ESP, ISAKMF' , IPv6, ICMP, TCP, and send them to the Security Rule Execution Engine in order to check whether security systems provide
proper IPsec services to the network or not. When the connection is established with evaluation engine, agent waits a command from the rule execution engine. The Rule Execution
Engine can send four types of command -START, STOP, HALT, RESUME -and options to the agent. The keywords that areused by optionare ip-packet, ip6proto, ip6protochain, source-ip, dest-ipand icmp-type. The meaning ofthis option was described in section 2. Figure 3 shows the flow of agent execution. .. - 
RULE-ID
V. SECURITY EVALUATION
The prototype of the SecurityRule Execution Engine has been implemented in Java and C language and the Database has been implemented in JDBC. And we implemented packet-sniffig component in agent with libpcap for the P v 6 network, a system independent interface for user-level networkpacket capturing developed by theNetworkResearch Group at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. This system operated on Windows and Linux platform. The method of evaluating the four representative security services that must be provided at ip layer can be summarized below. figure 4 . Figure 5 shows the sample rule that is described using SERDL for evaluating AH Connectionless Integrity function.
The meaning of the rule displayed in Figure 5 is as follows.
system. If its users get information about new vulnerability, then they canedit security evaluation rules by SERDL that can handle the new vulnerability. Currently, we defined some security evaluation rule by using SERDL so that user can select such a rule or edit the rule hyhmelf. The prototype of Security Rule Execution Engine has been implemented in Java and C language and the Database has been implemented in JDBC. And we implemented packet-sniffing component in agent with libpcap for the P v 6 network. By using our Security Rule Execution Engine, we hied to evaluate P v 6 Psec Platform developed by ETRl for some evaluation items. This rule execution engine can be applied to any IPv6 security systems because it exists independently and it is up to standard document such as IETF RFC 2460,2401,2402,2406,2407 and so on. In the future work, we'll extend the SERDL and evaluation engine so that it will cover various security requirements. Sniff and store the AH+ICMP packet whose destination is target host, and modify ICV value, and send it to the target host. And see what happens to the target host. If target host ..
--responds to this trial, the Security Test System displays the waming message "It can't support AH Connectionless Integrity". Otherwise, the Security Test System displays the message "It can support Connectionless Integrity" Figure 6 shows the result of this evaluation. 
